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the venue
Your local in Hamilton, The Greenroof combines traditional 
charm with modern playful touches. With an original mainbar 
that is often lined with loyal locals sitting at the bar, groups of 
friends and family catching up over drinks and enjoying the 
brand new offerings of kitchen operators Ron & Raf.

The Greenroof offers five unique function spaces, catering for 
all function types. From afterwork drinks, birthdays, 
engagement parties and everything in between, The 
Greenroof is able to make your event a stress-free 
celebration to remember. 
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cocktail bar

PUBLIC BAR

15 - 20 People

Paying tribute to where the cocktails are made, 
the cocktail bar features high tables with bar stools, 
a touch of Greenroof history mixed with some cool 
neons. The cosy space is extremely popular for 
intimate groups who like quick and easy access 
to their cocktails.

Features:
Bar tabs available
TV available

Further enquiries:
Catering options
Decorations

Perfect space for:
Casual birthdays
Catch ups with friends
Wetting the baby’s head
After work drinks





30 - 50 People

Take a walk down memory lane and point your eyes
 to the sky and you will see some of the greats through 
musical history. Featuring booths and a fireplace you 
will not want to leave once your event is finished.

Features:
Bar tabs available
Fireplace

Further enquiries:
Catering options
Decorations
Projector

Perfect space for:
Birthday dinners
Casual work events
Sit down dinner functions

dining room

ENTRANCE HALL

BEER GARDEN





courtyard

KITCHEN PASS

BEER GARDEN

ENTRANCE HALL

25 - 50 People

The Greenroof courtyard, perfect for families 
with children who wish to be close to the kids room. 

With easy access to the cocktail bar and bathroom 
facilities it is an ideal space for your next birthday or 
Christmas party. Although outside, heating throughout 
the courtyard is there for the colder months.

Features:
Nearby Kid’s Room
Bar tabs available
Tv available for pics
Ipod/iphone connectivity
Microphone on request
Photographer available on request
Sports TVs

Further enquiries:
Minimum bar-spend
Catering options
Decorations

Perfect space for:
Family functions
Kid’s birthdays
Casual birthdays





beer garden
Between 50-100 people

The Greenroof beer garden, seen by many as the 
best beer garden in Newcastle. It showcases the history of 
the greenroof featuring rustic bricks, a vertical garden and 
stunning décor. When night falls the beer garden comes to 
life with lights and neons.

We are flexible in tailoring your event. There is ample room
 for a DJ and grazing tables etc.

THE SPACE PROVIDES A FLEXIBLE FLOOR PLAN TO SUIT 
ANY STYLE OF EVENT, BE IT COCKTAIL OR BANQUET STYLE.
SPEAK WITH THE TEAM ABOUT WHAT SET UP WILL WORK
BEST FOR YOUR GROUP.

Features:
25% off a room
Bar tabs available
Projector available for pics
Microphone available
Ipod/iphone connectivity
DJ available on request
Photographer available on request
BYO cake

Further enquiries:
Minimum bar-spend
Catering options
Decorations

Perfect space for:
Work functions
Wedding after-parties
Birthday parties
Highschool reunions
+ so much more

setting 1

DINING ROOM

CASUAL DINING + SIT DOWN

setting 2

DINING ROOM

SPECIAL OCCASION DINING

setting 3

DINING ROOM

COCKTAIL + SITDOWN

BOOTH BOOTH

BOOTH BOOTH

BOOTH BOOTH





menu
Our brand new kitchen by Ron & Raf will cater to any 
requirements you may have for your function. We didn’t want 
to set the boundaries for you, rather we will cater to what you 
think your function needs!

Ron & Raf will cater for everything from a formal sit down 
lunch or dinner experience, to nibbles and finger food.
Speak to our functions manager, who will put you in touch 
with Ron to book in your unique menu.



beverage
Drinks are our forte. Tap beers, wines, basic & premium 
spirits, and delicious cocktails are all on the menu.

Our functions manager can discuss various packages to suit 
your function. Bar tabs can be arranged if you wish to provide 
drinks for your guests.  Cash or credit card payments can be 
made at the beginning of the function. When the limit is 
reached we will notify you, and you may increase the limit or 
go to a cash bar.  If the bar spend is not reached by the 
completion of the function the remaining amount must be 
paid for by you. All money must be paid in full at the 
completion of the function.

Further enquiries:
Jugs
Wrist bands 
Bar tabs
Drink service



av requirements
In certain areas a projector or TVs are available for photo 
slideshows. Please enquire with the function manager if this 
is something you feel you may need. 

security
Management of The Greenroof reserve the right to refuse 
entry to any person to a function deemed undesirable or 
intoxicated. No beverages of any kind are permitted to be 
brought onto the premises. We can provide wristbands for 
your guests if required.

styling and decor
Depending on what sort of function you’re after we can help 
to bring your vision to life. Whether it’s a sit down formal 
dining experience, with table flower arrangements, tealight 
candles, set plates, cutlery and napkins; or a casual mingling 
funciton, we can cater to any vibe.

You are welcome to bring your own room decorations, with a 
few simple rules. All fixings are limited to blu-tack only. 
Decorations can be set up before your function at a time 
pre-arranged with our functions manager.

entertainment
We have a close relationship with our neighbours and as such 
have a number of entertainment requirements. If you wish to 
have a soloist or DJ, please discuss with our functions man-
ager. An auxiliary cable for an iPod and microphone can be 
supplied for certain areas at no cost. 

cake
What’s a birthday without cake!? You’re welcome to bring your 
own cake at no additional cost. We can store it away for you 
until you need it but you’ll need to prepare it yourself. If you 
want our kitchen to do the hard work for you, it’s $5 a plate. 
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